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Chapter 1 : Thoul's Paradise: The Adventures of The Adventures of Indiana Jones (spoilers)
The premise of The Adventures of Indiana Jones is just what you'd expect: role-playing in the 's's, in the roles of Indiana
Jones and his fellow adventurers as they globetrot, seeking fortune and glory.

While tastes, of course, differ, the only factual information used to support this claim is the decision to not
include character generation rules in the basic game, the designers intending you to play Indiana and his
cohorts. The one time I played this game back in the day, we were undeterred and made up our on characters
anyway by modelling them on the existing ones. Even wikipedia claims "No formal system of hit points or
determining actual character death is put forth, and instead is left to the referee as a role-play element. There
are other similarly "true, but that gives a false impression" statements in the article. So what is the game
actually like? It uses a percentile system and a color-coded chart in part of the process. It is cinematic and
fairly "rules lite" in a pres way, which is to say not really rules lite by modern standards. More on the light
side of rules medium. Strength is what you would expect, and Appeal is Charisma. Prowess is like Fighting in
MSH. Most actions are based on roll under attribute rolls. Like those other games, it has something of a
unified mechanic, though it has not fully committed to this and has a number of special subsystems, which use
the same sort of die rolls but in different ways. Attributes rolls can be modified to twice rating as a situational
bonus or half or fourth rating for situational penalties. These are the only dice modifiers. Rolls of are always
"bad breaks" critical failures , and is a "lucky break" critical success. Beyond that, there are levels of success
based on the roll which have color codes and different meaning depending on which attribute is being
checked. It has the sort of rules quirks common in games of this era. It uses hit locations different for various
types of attacks which are determined by reversing the numerals in the Prowess "to-hit" roll. The initiative
system seems like it would either be fun or really irritating in play. It requires a sort of competition using
Movement rolls among all those declaring they want to act at a given point. It has "mook rules" of a sort with
goons not accorded the same advantages that PCs and villains enjoy. Certain types of threats like drowning or
falling are given "Danger ratings" that function like Prowess does in combat-style roles. Chases get almost a
minigame all their own. So what about the lack of hit points? Well, damage causes wounds light, medium, and
serious, and wounds are applied to various body locations. Wounds are additive with 2 mediums equalling 1
serious, and impairing after a certain level. Three serious wounds carry a change of death or unconsciousness,
and four serious wounds mean death. All and all, it looks like it would work pretty well in play. Some systems
are a little wonky or over-complicated but none look really unfun. Other parts of it seems like good choices,
for a pulpy, lighter ruled game.
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The Adventures of Indiana Jones Role-Playing Game is a role-playing game based on the Indiana Jones franchise. The
game was designed and published by TSR, Inc. under license in

The Nazis have teams searching for religious artifacts , including the Ark, which is rumored to make an army
that carries the Ark before it invincible. The Nazis steal the Ark and capture Indiana and Marion. Indiana and
Marion, who survived by closing their eyes, manage to get the Ark to the United States, where it is stored in a
secret government warehouse. The trio crash-land in India, where they come across a village whose children
have been kidnapped. They are teamed up with Dr. It transpires that Donovan and Elsa are in league with the
Nazis, who captured Henry Jones in order to get Indiana to help them find the Grail. Both Donovan and Elsa
fall to the temptation of the Grail, while Indiana and Henry realize that their relationship with each other is
more important than finding the relic. Indiana is having a quiet life teaching before being thrust into a new
adventure. Indiana is faced with betrayal by one of his best friends, Mac Ray Winstone , is introduced to a
greaser named Mutt Williams Shia LaBeouf , who turns out to be his son his real name revealed to be Henry
Jones III , and is reunited with, and eventually marries, Marion Ravenwood, who was introduced in the first
movie. His friend and colleague Steven Spielberg was also there, on vacation from work on Close Encounters
of the Third Kind. Spielberg told Lucas he was interested in making a James Bond film , but Lucas told him of
an idea "better than James Bond", outlining the plot of Raiders of the Lost Ark. Lucas made the film a prequel
as he did not want the Nazis to be the villains again. He had ideas regarding the Monkey King and a haunted
castle, but eventually created the Sankara Stones. Spielberg had previously rejected this as too ethereal, but
then devised a father-son story and decided that "The Grail that everybody seeks could be a metaphor for a son
seeking reconciliation with a father and a father seeking reconciliation with a son. Ford played Indiana in one
episode, narrating his adventures in Chicago. The film could reflect a science fiction s B-movie , with aliens as
the plot device. Lucas devised a story, which Jeb Stuart turned into a script from October to May After
learning that Joseph Stalin was interested in psychic warfare, Lucas decided to have Russians as the villains
and the aliens to have psychic powers. Three months later, Independence Day was released, and Spielberg told
Lucas he would not make another alien invasion film or at least not until War of the Worlds in Lucas decided
to focus on the Star Wars prequels instead. Spielberg also found returning to the series a respite from his many
dark films during this period. Night Shyamalan was hired to write for an intended shoot, [14] but he was
overwhelmed by the task, and claimed it was difficult to get Ford, Spielberg, and Lucas to focus. David Koepp
continued on from there, giving his script the subtitle Destroyer of Worlds, [11] based on the Robert
Oppenheimer quote. It was changed to Kingdom of the Crystal Skull, as Spielberg found this a more inviting
title which actually named the plot device. I would love to do another Indiana Jones movie. George Lucas is
working on an idea now. Shia can get his own hat. I earned that hat. Lucas also said that age need not be a
factor, as Ford was "65 and did everything in this movie. Harrison Ford is Indiana Jones. I think it would be
interesting to deepen the relationship between he and his son and play on that relationship The series is full of
opportunity. Reports speculated in June that the next installment would start filming in with a plot involving
the Bermuda Triangle , [35] although these rumors were later described as "completely false" by Frank
Marshall on his Twitter page. There is no writer on Indy. Movies Ford will likely reprise his role in the fifth
Indiana Jones film. George Lucas was initially not going to be involved with the film.
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The Adventures of Indiana Jones Role Playing Game If adventure has a game, it must be Indiana Jones This is going to
be an in depth review of The Adventures of Indiana Jones Role Playing Game (IJRPG).

Edit Designed for 2 to 8 players, the game is run and scenes are laid out by a game master , called a referee.
Each adventure pack specifies which of pre-made characters are available to be played, and provide a
character dossier which displays their attributes, abilities, and a health chart. Provided maps, tables, and
cut-out game pieces represent the setting and characters, and are used to determine character positioning,
range, line of sight, and movement. Characters Edit The players choose one of seven pre-made characters
based on those from the movies: Each character has seven attributes to decide basic factors in the game:
Modifiers to the roll or attribute may be applied by the referee, based on game circumstances. If one rolls
lower than their modified attribute score, the action is successful. If it is higher, the action fails. Outcome is
determined by the referee. Combat Edit Combat is done in turns, each of which equals five seconds of in-game
time. Players with the highest movement attribute have the chance to act first with a check against that
attribute. Whether one is able to land a blow depends on a check against their prowess attribute, and the
amount of damage done is determined by a "Modified Check Table" provided in the game rules. There are
three levels of damage: The reversed number rolled for the prowess check, looked up on the provided "Action
Results Table" determines where the blow landed, if not otherwise decided by the referee. Other forms of
combat, such as shooting are done in the same way, only the provided maps must be used to determine range
and line of sight. No formal system of hit points or determining actual character death is put forth, and instead
is left to the referee as a role-play element. Themes Edit Most of the themes of the game are centered around
the movies and comics, with Indiana Jones and his companions procuring items of archeological importance,
while battling Nazis , rival archeologists, violent natives, gangsters, and anything else the referee chooses to
put forth in the storyline. Even in the prepared adventure packs, sequence results are largely left open to player
determination based on referee guidance. Many of the modules published had no specific year in which the
adventure took place; however, the setting of Temple of Doom was in , and the setting of Raiders of the Lost
Ark was in Themes The source books were very detailed with information that went beyond what was seen in
the films.
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The Adventures of Indiana Jones Role-Playing Game TSR's Indiana Jones rpg from carries a reputation for badness.
While tastes, of course, differ, the only factual information used to support this claim is the decision to not include
character generation rules in the basic game, the designers intending you to play Indiana and his cohorts.

While John Byrne gets credit for Ikons, credit is not extended to Marvel writers responsible for other stories
adapted for Adventure Packs. Perhaps this is because the copyright for the Marvel material belongs to
Lucasfilm. Since TSR had access to Lucasfilm properties, one would think that the Adventure Packs would
incorporate art from the comics; however, this is not the case. The Ikons of Ikammanen contains various
ingredients one would expect in an Indiana Jones story: Even Nazis make the scene. The adventure is
something of a railroad , which is to be expected of an introductory adventure. At first, Ikons serves well in
educating a new player about the game; eventually, however, there are aspects of the story that are ill-suited
for an introductory adventure. The true villain of Ikons is Edith Dunne, who arranged the murder of her
brother. Somehow, the player in the Ikons adventure is supposed to figure out that Edith is the villain. At one
point in Ikons, a villain named Solomon Black announces his intent to kill Indy. One of the statements is: For
its James Bond role-playing game, Victory Games published adventures based on the Bond films. However,
those adventures did not adhere precisely to the plots of the films. The adventures were familiar, but there was
sufficient uncertainty so that the players participated in a game and not merely followed a script. It negates the
suspense which is essential to the Indiana Jones oeuvre. In the Adventure Pack, there are some potential
variations from the film, but they are quite minor. For instance, in the film, when Indy and Sallah visit Imam,
the dates are poisoned. Of course, if a Referee runs more than one player through the Raiders of the Lost Ark
adventure, one player gets to be Indy, any other players A third player can be Mohan the bartender in the
second episode, Sallah in Episodes 3 through 5, and Katanga in Episodes 6 and 7. If any player characters
remain on the Bantu Wind after the Nazis remove the Ark, the ship can follow the submarine: Since the
U-boat must travel very slowly, the freighter can easily stay with it. In fact, if the Bantu Wind stays on the
same course the sub has set, it gets to the island before the sub does.
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The Adventures of Indiana Jones Role-Playing Game is a role-playing game based on the Indiana Jones franchise. The
game was designed and published by TSR, Inc. under license in [1] Ten years later, West End Games acquired the
rights to publish their own Indiana Jones role-playing game, The World of Indiana Jones.

History[ edit ] Publication stopped when the licensing rights to the Indiana Jones property expired. All unsold
copies of the game were destroyed at that time. Employees at the UK office of TSR Hobbies mounted a
portion of the burnt remains of the last copy in a small pyramid trophy made of Perspex. A set of pewter
miniatures were also marketed in for use with the game, which the player could choose to use instead of the
cardboard cutouts that were provided with each book. Players can choose to set aspects of the game at any
point in the mid-to-late s. System[ edit ] Designed for 2 to 8 players, the game is run and scenes are laid out by
a game master , called a referee. Each adventure pack specifies which of pre-made characters are available to
be played, and provide a character dossier which displays their attributes, abilities, and a health chart.
Provided maps, tables, and cut-out game pieces represent the setting and characters, and are used to determine
character positioning, range, line of sight, and movement. Characters[ edit ] The players choose one of seven
pre-made characters based on those from the movies: Each character has seven attributes to decide basic
factors in the game: Strength physical strength , Movement action speed , Prowess manual dexterity,
coordination , Backbone courage, determination , Instinct perception, intuition , and Appeal personality,
physical attractiveness. Modifiers to the roll or attribute may be applied by the referee, based on game
circumstances. If one rolls lower than their modified attribute score, the action is successful. If it is higher, the
action fails. Outcome is determined by the referee. Combat[ edit ] Combat is done in turns, each of which
equals five seconds of in-game time. Players with the highest movement attribute have the chance to act first
with a check against that attribute. Whether one is able to land a blow depends on a check against their
prowess attribute, and the amount of damage done is determined by a "Modified Check Table" provided in the
game rules. There are three levels of damage: The reversed number rolled for the prowess check, looked up on
the provided "Action Results Table" determines where the blow landed, if not otherwise decided by the
referee. Other forms of combat, such as shooting are done in the same way, only the provided maps must be
used to determine range and line of sight. No formal system of hit points or determining actual character death
is put forth, and instead is left to the referee as a role-play element. Themes[ edit ] Most of the themes of the
game are centered on the movies and comics, with Indiana Jones and his companions procuring items of
archeological importance, while battling Nazis , rival archeologists, violent natives, gangsters, and anything
else the referee chooses to put forth in the storyline. Even in the prepared adventure packs, sequence results
are largely left open to player determination based on referee guidance. Many of the modules published had no
specific year in which the adventure took place; however, the setting of Temple of Doom was in , and the
setting of Raiders of the Lost Ark was in
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The Adventures of Indiana Jones Role-Playing Game was designed and published by TSR, Inc. under license in Ten
years later, West End Games acquired the rights to publish their own version, The World of Indiana Jones.

TSR also released a Minatures Box in The box contained 12 unpainted metal pewter 2. To play the TSR
role-playing adventures you need the basic set with the resource manual. Now you can be part of the action
too! You could be searching lost ruins for fabulous treasures, recovering stolen artifacts from foul Nazis, or
racing through jungles to escape from hostile natives. Can Indiana Jones survive? The Adventure of Indiana
Jones Game comes with these special features to bring your adventures to life: The dirty streets and alleys of
Shanghai can put the salt of sweat on you just as fast as any rock hounding. The company on a dig tends to be
quieter, too. In the city, you always have to watch your back. This adventure pack contains Referee notes and
player information to recreate the adventure of Indiana Jones and his companions. Included is a poster-size
map of the adventure area illustrated with photographs from the film and an Evidence File with photos and
other information for players. Can you reach the Ark before your archrival Belloq does? Can you escape
before the foul Nazi Toht practices his deadly craft on you? Can you get a minute to breathe? Indy rounds a
corner at a dead run and slides to a halt. More monks with tommy guns! A beautiful stain glass window shines
colored light into the hallway. It looks inviting so Indy takes a breath. The Crystal Death Adventure Module
can be played as a standard group adventure or as a special duel where you pit all your gaming experience
against the skill of your friends. The Golden Goddess Publisher: Robed shadows lurk menacingly and they
have the Idol, the Golden Goddess! Saad Hassim, owner of the biggest antiquities shop in Marrakesh, sure is
getting lots of late business tonight! Indiana Jones, never slow to regain his own, springs into action! From
Marrakesh rooftops to New York City skyscrapers, Indy tries desperately to capture the Idol lost so long ago
to that villain Belloq. He does it under your direction alone. Your skill in surmounting the dangers, your
ability to survive the rigors of the chase, will determine if Dr, Jones comes away with the Idol or not at all.
The Golden Goddess Adventure Game can be played as a solo adventure with you as Indiana Jones against the
mysterious forces arrayed against his quest for the Idol, or modified by a referee to be run as a group
adventure. Where moments before only a blank snow-swept ledge stood, there now looms a monstrous dark
figure, the ends of the bridge torn free in its claws. Hard to believe that a simple telegram could have led to
this. But then again, that telegram gave Marion hope that she might still find her father alive. And Indy knew
he would have to join the search for Abner Ravenwood. If ever there was a time for action, it is now! Indy
struggles to reach the far side of the bridge, but too late! The shriek of the wind combines with the roar of the
beast and with a violent shudder it fings the sundered bridge, Indy, and Marion into the yawning chasm! Old
foes and new conquests face the greatest adventurer. The product features the colorful Adventure Fold-Up
Deathtrap, to add suspense and excitement to your games. Also incuded is a full-size poster map of the
adventure areas. The Fourth Nail Publisher: What gypsy would not know of it? It was one of our number who
stole it, was it not? The petty little thefts of all our people have been forgiven throughout the ages because of
that one act so say we, the gypsies! Oh, my friend, do not even hope for such a thing. The Phuri Dai would
have me served to wild wolves to even speak of it! I fear that this will not stop you, Indy. Once you make up
your mind, you follow it through to the end! Oh, Indy, how their swordblades gleam! Indiana Jones will not
stop until the facts are known. Having trouble finding your way? Then this is the product for you, the Judges
Survival Pack! Add new heights of excitement to your gaming, more adventure to your play. Here are more
villains! More vehicles and chases! Even a combat computer to speed play! This product features colourful
Adventure Fold-Up vehicles for daring - featuring the truck, jeep, staff car and motorcycle from Raiders Of
The Lost Ark. This in addition to new expansions to the chase rules including stunts and shortcuts as well as
new flowcharts and hazard tables will fill your chase with spine tingling excitement. Also included are a
second referee screen with new weapons. A combat computer you assemble, to speed your adventures along.
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Ruin maps and a random ruin generation system to create your own havens of antiquity. This could mean the
difference between a dull lifeless adventure and real survival! West End Games also released two Miniatures
Packs in These two packs each contained three figures. West End Games Published: Plunge into a world of
treacherous spies, thrilling chases, arcane artifacts and nonstop excitement with the greatest hero of them all!
This book gives you everything you need to begin your adventuring career. Then get ready for the ride of your
life with an Indy mini adventure! Hidden temples house mysterious artifacts, ancient beliefs clash with
modern culture and dark forces prepare to plunge the island nation into war. Travel to this strange and exotic
land and learn its many secrets. Confront the power of the military delve into the puzzles of the priesthood and
then enter the twilight world of the Japanese occult. This book supplies gamemasters and players with
invaluable information concerning The World of Indiana Jones and chronicles the sites, events, and
personalities featured in the movie. Background information, never before-revealed historical notes, and
detailed maps accompany nearly every description or movie adaptation. Plus, all the statistics and game
mechanics needed for use with The World of Indiana Jones role-playing game! Also included in this
supplement is a complete Indiana Jones solo adventure - an excellent introduction to the World of Indiana
Jones for beginners and veteran role-players alike! Indiana Jones and the.
Chapter 7 : The Adventures of Indiana Jones Role-Playing Game - Wikipedia
The Adventures of Indiana Jones is a role-playing game created by TSR, Inc., allowing players to assume the roles of
Indiana Jones and his companions in various adventures. The page rulebook includes instructions on how to play the
game, along with an introductory adventure based on Marvel Comics ' " The Ikons of Ikammanen ".

Chapter 8 : The Adventures of Indiana Jones Role-Playing Game | RPG | RPGGeek
To supplement its The Adventures of Indiana Jones role-playing game, TSR produced "Adventure Packs" for Raiders of
the Lost Ark and Indiana Jones and the Temple of Doom - the two films of the franchise extant at the time.

Chapter 9 : Indiana Jones TSR Role Playing Games for sale | eBay
Game Reviews - The Adventures of Indiana Jones & Indiana Jones and the Temple of Doom & Raiders of the Lost Ark
Different Worlds (Issue 39 - May ) stars.
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